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Abstract

A software interface for performing on-the-fly quantum and force field calculations has been developed and integrated into RMG, an open-source reaction mechanism generation software package, to provide needed estimates of thermodynamic parameters. These estimates based on three-dimensional molecular geometries bypasses the traditional group-additivity-based approach, which can suffer from lack of availability of necessary parameters; this issue is particularly evident for polycyclic species with fused rings, which would require ad hoc ring corrections in the group-additivity framework. In addition to making extensive use of open-source tools, the interface takes advantage of recent developments from several fields, including three-dimensional geometry embedding, force fields, and chemical structure representation, along with enhanced robustness of quantum chemistry codes. The effectiveness of the new approach is demonstrated for a computer-constructed model of combustion of the synthetic jet fuel JP-10. The interface also establishes a framework for future improvements in the chemical fidelity of computer-generated kinetic models.

Background

Automated reaction mechanism generation software is an important tool in the generation of detailed chemical kinetic models for complex reacting systems (e.g. pyrolytic and combustion systems). RMG (Reaction Mechanism Generator) is one example of such software, which uses a rate-based mechanism construction algorithm, and has been applied to a number of systems, including combustion of butanol and JP-10. The estimation of thermochemical parameters (enthalpy, entropy, and heat capacity) is a key component of automated reaction mechanism generation programs like RMG. Such thermochemical parameters affect reaction equilibrium constants, kinetic parameter estimates, and thermal effects, influencing both the mechanism generation process and the behavior of the final resulting model. The scale of the problem is significant, as parameters must be estimated for tens or hundreds of thousands of chemical species in the process of generating a typical detailed chemical kinetic model with hundreds of species.

Traditionally, automated reaction mechanism generation software that requires parameter estimates relies on a group additivity approach, such as the approach developed by Benson, for estimating required thermodynamic quantities (enthalpy, entropy, and heat capacity). This process is very fast and usually quite accurate. However, the approach relies on the availability of appropriate
parameters. For many classes of compounds, including acyclic species with C, H, and O, the Benson approach can provide accurate results with a relatively small number of parameters. However, when cyclic species are considered, specialized ring corrections are required; these corrections are not as extensible and ad hoc ring corrections specific to a particular polycycle are often required; examples include specific “norbornadiene” and “quadricyclane” ring corrections applied to species with these particular polycyclic structures. Therefore, an approach that bypasses the need for specialized parameters, such as ad hoc ring corrections, is highly desirable.

One approach to enhance the generality of the thermodynamics parameter estimation process and reduce the need for specialized parametrization is to utilize explicit three-dimensional molecular structure representations (rather than connectivity-based molecular structure representations). Explicit three-dimensional molecular structures can be used with quantum mechanics or force field calculations to obtain estimates of the desired thermodynamics quantities. A proof-of-principle for on-the-fly quantum calculations in automated reaction mechanism generation was developed by Broadbelt et al. in 1994. The interface described here extends the general approach of Broadbelt et al., incorporating recent developments in several fields, to make on-the-fly quantum and force field calculations more suitable for routine use in automated reaction mechanism generation. We here refer to this as the quantum mechanics thermodynamic property (QMTP) interface.

**Design and implementation of the QMTP interface**

*Design overview*

An overview of the QMTP interface is shown in Figure 1. The workflow starts by estimating a three-dimensional molecular structure using RDKit, followed by calls to an outside program to perform quantum mechanics or force field calculations to refine that geometry and compute its enthalpy and vibrational frequencies; the results of the calculation are then read and used to calculate the desired thermodynamic properties using standard statistical mechanical relationships within the framework of the rigid rotor/harmonic oscillator approximation.
The overview shows that the QMTP interface leverages the large body of existing work in relevant areas of cheminformatics and computational chemistry. In particular, the interface was designed to make extensive use of free and open-source modules, when possible, to mitigate licensing issues and avoid limiting operation to one platform or operating system.

Three-dimensional molecular structure generation

A critical part of the process of performing on-the-fly quantum mechanics or force field calculations is getting some reasonable initial guess for the three-dimensional structure. Several possible approaches were explored. Three-dimensional structure generation procedures tend to fall into two general categories: rule-based approaches and numerical approaches.\(^8\)

Rule-based approaches make use of heuristics and pre-computed ring templates to construct an initial guess for the geometry. In such an approach, chemical structure knowledge of experts is implemented as rules within a computer program; the program may then be used to analyze a compound’s connectivity, including factors such as the presence of functional groups and rings, and return a three-dimensional structure. Such methods are relatively fast but are limited in terms of their ability to handle a wide range of species. The program will only handle species for which rules have been programmed.\(^9\) This can limit, for instance, the types of rings that may be handled by the program. Examples of codes that use these approaches include Frog\(^9\) and CORINA\(^{10}\).

An alternative to rule-based approaches is to use distance geometry, a numerical technique. Examples of programs implementing distance geometry methods include Key3D,\(^{11}\) Balloon,\(^{12}\) RDKit,\(^{13}\) and smi23d.\(^{14}\) Distance geometry refers to the use of specified distance bounds between points to “embed” those points in \(n\)-dimensional space.\(^{15}\) In the context of chemical structure conversion, distance geometry methods apply this technique to atoms in a molecule in order to produce reasonable
atom coordinates in three dimensional space. This embedding is often followed by an energy minimization using a force field to refine the structure. One of the main advantages of these methods is their flexibility; they do not, for instance, need to be preprogrammed with ring structures.

*RDKit* was chosen for its ability to handle radicals, its open-source nature, and its use of flexible distance geometry methods. Performance tests of *RDKit* gave generally quite satisfactory results. For example, the *RDKit*-based approach produces the desired structure for a challenging helical polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon, as shown in Figure 2, whereas a typical rule-based approach would produce a nonsensical planar geometry for this case. Recently, Ebejer *et al.* have performed a more systematic study of various free three-dimensional structure generation tools and found the accuracy and speed of *RDKit* compared favorably with alternatives.\(^{16}\)

![Figure 2. Three dimensional structure for a helical polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon (octahelicene) obtained with *RDKit*-based approach (including UFF refinement)](image)

Once the tool for three-dimensional structure generation was chosen, several other aspects of the “0D->3D” conversion process needed to be considered. One issue is obtaining an appropriate reference conformation of the molecule for performing the calculations; ideally, we would use the global minimum energy conformation of the molecule; the force field structure refinement will produce a local minimum, which may or may not also be the global minimum. A number of different approaches exist to search for global energy minima, but the distance geometry methods previously described also offer a simple and straightforward means for conformational exploration.\(^{17}\) With such an approach, different random seeds are used to initialize the distance geometry algorithm; after each of the resulting structures are refined with a force field, the structure with the lowest force field energy following force field refinement represents the most stable conformation identified. As the number of random seeds (iterations) increases, it becomes more likely that the global minimum energy conformation will be identified.\(^{11}\) Unfortunately, with this approach there is no way to tell how many iterations will be required to reach the global minimum, nor will it be obvious that the global minimum has been obtained once it is enumerated (this issue is shared by most conformational search approaches, with the exception of deterministic global optimization using branch-and-bound approaches\(^{16}\)). We have chosen here to use a heuristic for the number of embeddings (max\(1, 5\times(N_{\text{atoms}}-3)\)) that scales linearly with the number of atoms in the molecule; this was chosen to avoid potentially burdensome computational cost associated with exponential scaling, while still accounting for the generally greater conformational
flexibility of larger molecules. It is noted that this will not guarantee that the global minimum has been identified, though we expect that this will produce a reasonable low-lying minimum for most of the cases where this approach would be applied (for purposes of automated reaction mechanism generation for decomposition of small- or medium-sized molecules). Additionally, situations could arise where the use of the lowest lying conformation for a particular molecule is not an appropriate representation of the conformation that arises on the actual reaction path, and in such situations, this approach would tend to produce less reliable results.

Another consideration is the design of the interface between the programs involved in the process. To implement the “0D->3D” structure conversion, a Python script was constructed to provide an interface between RMG and the RDKit program. After RMG creates a “two-dimensional” MDL MOL file with the appropriate connectivity, RDKit is instructed to read the structure into memory, perform the three-dimensional embedding (a number of times, as discussed above), refine the three-dimensional coordinates using the UFF force field, and write out a MOL file with the three-dimensional coordinates for the UFF-refined structure with the lowest UFF energy, along with a MOL file for the corresponding unrefined structure (the use of this unrefined structure will become apparent in the next section).

Format conversion and output parsing

The OpenBabel command-line utility\cite{openbabel} is used extensively throughout the QMTP interface to create input files and convert between various formats. Python code based on version 1.0 of the ccLib libraries\cite{ccLib} is used to parse output files.

Calculation method

With the exception of the MM4 method discussed below, the initial incarnation of the interface has been designed around using the semi-empirical PM3 method\cite{PM3}, as implemented in Gaussian03\cite{Gaussian03} and MOPAC2009\cite{MOPAC2009}. The PM3 method was chosen for its relative speed compared to other quantum mechanics-based calculations, for its accuracy relative to similar semi-empirical methods (e.g. AM1), and for its wide availability in popular computer codes. Despite the focus on this method for the initial implementation, and for the discussion in this paper, it is noted that the framework described here can be readily extended to use additional methods and/or quantum mechanics programs. For example, calculations could be performed with the PM6 method or with the newer Gaussian09 with very minor modifications to the source code. The significant number of species encountered during mechanism generation would appear to make calculations on all these species with more advanced methods like density functional theory (DFT) impractical at present; however, with the availability of a large quantity of CPU resources, these more advanced methods could become computationally practical through careful parallelization of the automated reaction mechanism generation and QMTP code. More generally, it is expected that as computer hardware improves and as electronic structure calculation/force field methods are further developed, it will become practical to perform on-the-fly calculations using more accurate and robust methods with the QMTP interface during automated reaction mechanism generation.
In the case of both MM4 and PM3, the implementations directly provide heat of formation at standard temperature (~298 K) and therefore subsequent post-processing to obtain this quantity through, for example, atomization or isodesmic reaction schemes, is not required.

**Failure checking and recovery**

Although the codes used to perform quantum mechanics or force field calculations are relatively robust, they are not error proof. When calculations of this nature are performed manually, troubleshooting is often required. We have incorporated automated troubleshooting into the design for the QMTP interface, since to automatically generate large kinetic models, QMTP must successfully return a sensible estimate of the thermochemistry for every molecule considered – a failure rate of even 0.01% would be unacceptable.

![Diagram](image_url)

*Figure 3. Overview of the automated troubleshooting implemented in the QMTP interface*
The QMTP interface employs several approaches for checking and dealing with calculation failures of various types. The QMTP interface has been programmed with a list of alternative inputs to provide to the quantum mechanics/force field program for cases in which the initial default inputs do not produce a successful result; this is depicted schematically in Figure 3.

For each calculation, the QMTP interface will check whether the calculation has completed without an obvious (explicit) error from the called program. Assuming this passes, the QMTP interface will also confirm that there are no imaginary frequencies, which would indicate that a saddle point (rather than a minimum) had been obtained. If requested by the user, the QMTP interface can also
check that the apparent connectivity of the optimized structure matches the desired connectivity (this is discussed further below). These checks are summarized schematically in Figure 4. If all these checks pass, the key results from the output file are parsed and used to compute the desired thermochemical properties. On the other hand, if any of these checks fail, the next input combination in the list will be attempted. The process is repeated until a successful result is obtained or all of the programmed input combinations have been attempted. (In the latter case, the QMTP interface will print a warning to the user and fall back to the conventional group-additivity based estimates for the molecule.)

The different input combinations include variations on keywords to adjust the geometry optimization algorithm, change the how the Hessian is guessed or updated, or change the self-consistent field (SCF) algorithm; other variations in input include attempts to use initial guess geometry, or even try an alternative program implementing the same method. This is schematically depicted in Figure 5. The diagram shows how the QMTP interface will start with MOPAC, trying five different keyword combinations using the UFF refined geometry. If all these five attempts fail, the QMTP interface will retry the same keyword combinations using the “crude”, unrefined geometry from RDKit. If these five new attempts also fail, the QMTP interface will move on to trying 18 different keyword combinations with Gaussian03, first with the UFF-refined geometry, and then with the unrefined geometry, should the initial 18 attempts fail. The result is up to 46 different input combinations that are attempted for each molecule. For additional flexibility, the interface is designed to allow the user to request only MOPAC or only Gaussian be used, allowing the interface to be used when only one of the two software packages is available.

The different input combinations used have been designed with the goal of increasing the robustness of the interface and avoiding the need to fall back to alternative, less reliable estimation procedures. In particular, the default list of keyword combinations that have been programmed into the QMTP interface has been developed by manually investigating cases that fail all earlier attempts and trying to find a combination of keywords that would produce a successful result. In the process of investigating such cases, it was also found that the UFF-refined geometry was sometimes unreasonable in some fashion (e.g. by the introduction of a spurious symmetry to the molecule); however, the corresponding “crude”, unrefined coordinates from RDKit’s distance geometry routine were more reasonable and readily processed using the default list of keywords. Thus, in addition to storing the UFF-refined coordinates, the QMTP interface also stores the corresponding crude, unrefined coordinates. These coordinates may then be used to provide the initial guess geometry, should the initial attempts with the UFF-refined geometry prove to be unsuccessful.

One might imagine the possibility for more sophisticated troubleshooting approaches that attempt to diagnose the actual problem with failed jobs and adapt the input keywords accordingly, or do extensive cross-checking between thermochemistry computed using different methods. Although this might reduce the time needed to obtain a successful result in many cases, the extra layers of complication in developing the appropriate checks and logic were outside the scope of the present study.

*Storage of results and use of modified InChI and InChIKey*
Advances in disk storage capabilities have made it practical to store a library of calculation input and output files for hundreds of thousands of molecular species. As the time to read to the calculation results is much smaller than the time to actually perform the calculation, it is efficient to store the calculation results between runs so that they may be reused without time-consuming recalculation. To do this, a unique and consistent shorthand notation for each molecule is desired so that results for a particular molecule will be recognized from run to run, regardless of atom numbering differences or other representation discrepancies between the runs. Recent developments in chemical structure representation, have produced such a unique chemical identifier, known as the InChI (International Chemical Identifier).\textsuperscript{24} We have found that the InChI (with some adjustments described below) is well-suited for labeling of stored quantum chemistry results (at least to the extent that atomic connectivity is unambiguous), as it does not encode electron position or bond type, so, for example, different resonance forms are “correctly” represented by the same InChI. However, as the InChI can be quite long and includes characters such as “/”, it is not well-suited for file names for the stored results. Even so, a hash of the InChI, known as the InChIKey, has more desirable properties for filenames, being only 25 characters in length and consisting only of upper-case letters and a single hyphen (“-”).\textsuperscript{25} Consequently, input and output files for calculations performed by the QMTP interface are named using a version of the InChIKey, so they may be readily retrieved during later runs, obviating the need to re-perform the calculation. The stored results are kept in a folder that may be preserved between runs so that a library of hundreds of thousands of results can be accumulated.

As there is a non-zero (though very small) chance for the InChI strings for two molecules in the library mapping to the same InChIKey (an “InChIKey collision”), the QMTP interface places the InChI as the molecule name in the input file for the calculation so that it can be checked.

As alluded to above, a couple of special considerations are applied to the InChI/InChIKey strings. Firstly, it is noted that the recently-introduced “standard” InChI employs an option that does not localize tautomeric hydrogen atoms in certain species, and is therefore not well suited to representing species in the gas phase. Consequently, we use a “non-standard” InChI with the “FixedH” layer that localizes such tautomeric hydrogen atoms. Additionally, no versions of InChI that we are aware of currently allow for representing the electron spin multiplicity of the species. In order to represent this, we here employ a modified version of the InChI/InChIKey wherein an additional “multn” layer/string is appended to the InChI/InChIKey for species with multiplicity of three or higher. This is best illustrated by example; as shown below, CH2 singlet and CH2 triplet would be represented by InChI and InChIKey as shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CH2 (singlet)</th>
<th>Modified InChI</th>
<th>Modified InChIKey (v1.02beta)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>InChI=1/CH2/h1H2</td>
<td>HZV0ZRGWRWCICA-UHFFFAOYAZ</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH2 (triplet)</td>
<td>InChI=1/CH2/h1H2/mult3</td>
<td>HZV0ZRGWRWCICA-UHFFFAOYAZmult3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Illustrative examples of modified InChI/InChIKey system to distinguish molecules with different electron spin multiplicities.
Connectivity checking

Ideally, the initial guess geometry and optimized geometry will correspond to the intended target molecule. However, it is recognized that there is no inherent guarantee for this in the process described above. It can be imagined that in certain cases, the optimizer will converge to a potential energy surface minimum corresponding to an entirely different molecule than the intended species. The consequence would be non-representative (and thus unreliable and likely inaccurate) thermochemical properties being computed for the molecule of interest. In the QMTP interface, we have implemented connectivity checking safeguard features to guard against this. The options associated with this feature and process is described in further detail below.

With the connectivity checking feature, the QMTP interface will attempt to perceive connectivity (using methods described in greater detail below) for calculation results that are otherwise successful; when there appears to be a connectivity mismatch, the calculation will be treated as a failure, similar to jobs with imaginary frequencies or other sorts of errors, and input is adjusted until either a successful result, including an apparent connectivity match with the target molecule, is obtained or all of the various attempt options have been exhausted (in which case, the QMTP interface will fall back to the group additivity estimation approach). This is shown schematically at the bottom of Figure 4.

Connectivity checking has been implemented with two alternative approaches to connectivity perception. The primary approach is to use the OpenBabel’s built-in connectivity perception algorithm on the final optimized geometry. This produces a .MOL file with connectivity information for the optimized geometry. For added robustness and greater flexibility (as well as for the ability to process MM4 results), a backup connectivity perception approach (which is used in cases where the primary check fails due to OpenBabel crash or due to connectivity mismatch) has been implemented via our MoleCoor utility. The MoleCoor utility perceives connectivity using an algorithm described elsewhere. The idea of the algorithm is to consider two atoms to be bonded when the distance between them falls below the sum of their covalent radii plus a pre-set tolerance, while also being above a minimum threshold (0.40 Å). (The lower bound prevents atoms that are abnormally close to each other from being considered to be bonded.) In our approach, the tolerance has been set somewhat loosely at 0.50 Å to accommodate apparent O-O bonding in a strained peroxide test case (apparently not recognized by OpenBabel’s algorithm). This backup connectivity perception process also produces a .MOL file with connectivity information.

In either case, processing this .MOL file through the InChI utility produces an InChI string, which, following removal of stereochemical layers, may be directly compared to the InChI of the target molecule based on RMG’s internal connectivity-based representation of the species. An InChI mismatch corresponds to an apparent connectivity mismatch, while an InChI match corresponds to an apparent connectivity match. In cases where both the primary and backup checks fail, the calculation result is assessed to be a failure, and fallback procedures are followed as described previously.
An example illustrating how this connectivity checking process can help to ensure reliable thermochemical parameter estimation, while maintaining robustness, is shown in Figure 6. The figure shows how the initial attempt using the UFF-refined initial guess geometry can converge to a structure that does not correspond to the desired cyclopentyne target molecule. However, in this case, the “crude” initial guess geometry is much more reasonable and will readily converge to a structure corresponding to cyclopentyne. Without connectivity checking, the results from the incorrect structure would be used, while with connectivity checking, the results that are used will be based on the structure with the desired connectivity.

Figure 6. PM3 optimization results for different initial guess geometries for cyclopentyne.

It should be noted, however, that connectivity is not always clear-cut, and ambiguous cases can arise. It is quite possible that connectivity checking approach used here could indicate false positive or false negative matches. Even so, we have made a reasonable attempt to make the connectivity checking process reliable and robust, and our experience thus far suggests that the use of this feature is superior to alternatives.

**External symmetry number and chirality calculation**

The symmetry number for molecular rotation (also known as the external symmetry number) and chirality are key factors in the entropy of a molecular species, and these contributions can affect the equilibrium constants for reactions by factors often two or greater. Information about the point group of the molecular structure is sufficient to determine both the symmetry number and chirality corrections. Consequently, we make use of the open-source SYMMETRY program\textsuperscript{28} by passing it the optimized three-dimensional geometry as well as a tolerance to allow small deviations from exact symmetry; SYMMETRY then calculates the point group and returns the result to RMG. The symmetry
number is determined from the point group based on published relationships. A chirality contribution of +R ln 2 is included for point groups that lack a superposable mirror image (i.e. point groups lacking \( \sigma_h \), \( \sigma_d \), \( \sigma_v \), and \( S_n \) symmetry elements), effectively assuming a racemic mixture of mirror image enantiomers.

**Force field and rotor scan capabilities**

An interface with the MM4 force field software\(^{29}\) has also been implemented in RMG’s QMTP interface. MM4 force field calculations are much less computationally demanding than semi-empirical electronic structure calculations, and these methods have been found to produce highly reliable thermodynamic property estimates for classes of molecules for which they have been parametrized (e.g. alkanes\(^{30}\), alkenes\(^{31}\), and conjugated hydrocarbons\(^{32}\)).

As alluded to above, the default behavior is to compute thermochemical properties within the framework of the rigid rotor/harmonic oscillator approximation. However, the speed of the MM4 calculations allows us to gather additional information about the potential energy surfaces of molecules with rotors to better account for conformational flexibility without an inordinate amount of added computational cost. In particular, we have implemented rotor scan capabilities when using the MM4 force field. In this approach, a relaxed scan of each rotor is performed in 5° increments; each rotor is considered independently, so that each scan gives a one-dimensional profile of energy and moment of inertia for the mode of interest. Rotor symmetry number is estimated based on connectivity. This information is provided to a Python-language code based on CanTherm v1.0\(^{33}\) to compute the desired thermochemical quantities using a separable hindered rotor treatment (and also accounting for variation in the moment of inertia with the rotor angle).

**Scope of QMTP calculations**

Although on-the-fly PM3 calculations based on explicit three-dimensional geometries are expected to be useful in many cases, it is recognized that there are many cases where alternative approaches, such as the original method based on group additivity, are still desirable. For example, we expect that the traditional group additivity approach to be more reliable (and much faster) than the QMTP approach for acyclic hydrocarbons. Therefore, we have implemented a switch that will further restrict calls to the QMTP estimation routines to cyclic species, for which the traditional group additivity based estimates are expected to be inaccurate. Also, the user may wish to specify “known” thermochemistry parameters for a set of molecular species. Therefore, the QMTP methods will only be called for molecules without user-specified thermodynamic parameters.

Also, it is recognized that many methods, including the previously-discussed PM3 and MM4, may be less accurate and/or less robust for treating radical systems with unpaired electrons. Consequently, we have implemented an option where the user can specify the maximum number of radical sites that a molecule can have for it to be directly processed by the QMTP interface. So, if a user sets this option to zero, only closed shell molecules are directly processed by the QMTP interface. In other cases (monoradicals, biradicals, etc.) hydrogen bond increments (HBI)\(^{34}\) are applied to QMTP results for the saturated, closed-shell parent molecule. (It is noted that the HBI adjustments applied are the same that are used for conventional group additivity-based estimates for radicals.)
For routine use for systems with only carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen, we currently suggest settings that use QMTP only for cyclic species and closed-shell species (applying HBI corrections for radicals).

It should be noted however, that the approach of using generic HBI corrections does not always achieve a desirable level of accuracy. In particular, it has been found that the use of the generic “C=C=C” radical correction in 1,3-cyclopentadien-2-yl underestimates the HBI by a significant amount, resulting in a heat of formation value (79.4 kcal/mol) that differs from a CBS-QB3-based result (95.9 kcal/mol) by over 16 kcal/mol. In this case, the error most likely due to the fact that the allenic resonance form of this radical is severely strained by the presence of a ring, in contrast to unstrained acyclic molecules such as 1,3-butadien-2-yl, which would have been used to determine this particular radical correction. The alternative for these cases would be either to apply more specific ring HBI corrections, such as those published in the literature for particular cyclic radicals (e.g. Ref. 35), or use the QMTP interface to directly perform calculations on monoradicals. In the case of 1,3-cyclopentadien-2-yl, the latter approach using PM3 produces an enthalpy of formation at 298.15 K of 86.4 kcal/mol, which is in closer agreement with the CBS-QB3 value, though still deviates by about 9.5 kcal/mol.

Testing of the QMTP interface

In addition to extensive testing during the development of the QMTP interface (including development of a library of keywords for failure recovery) several additional tests were performed on the current version of the interface, to more formally characterize its accuracy, robustness, and speed, as well as its influence on kinetic models.

Accuracy of estimates

In addition to informal comparisons to ensure accuracy, the QMTP interface was tested on a challenging test set of polycyclic hydrocarbons from Osmont et al., who had compiled experimental values for standard enthalpy of formation at 298.15 K for 47 molecules.36 The QMTP interface (with PM3 and with the MM4 approach with separable hindered rotor treatment) was applied to 43 of these molecules (four of the molecules had two geometric isomers; in these cases, the QMTP result was applied to the isomer with the lower enthalpy of formation.)

Table 2. Accuracy of RMG estimation approaches, using experimental enthalpy of formation values compiled by Osmont et al. as reference. Two molecules with three-membered rings failed the attempts with the MM4 approach and were excluded from averaging. N=43, with the exception of the MM4 case.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mean abs. error (kcal/mol)</th>
<th>Root-mean-squared error (kcal/mol)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Original RMG group-additivty approach</td>
<td>40.0</td>
<td>55.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QMTP interface with PM3 approach</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>10.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QMTP interface with MM4 approach</td>
<td>29.6</td>
<td>53.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Results of the comparison are shown in Table 2. The results show that the error in the PM3 approach is, on average, more than a factor of five lower than the original RMG approach based on
group additivity. However, the MM4 approach, on average, does noticeably worse than the PM3 approach. A closer analysis of the results from the MM4 approach shows that the largest errors are concentrated in species with three-membered rings, for which the MM4 force field currently lacks parameters.\textsuperscript{37}

Table 3. Accuracy of RMG estimation approaches, using experimental enthalpy of formation values compiled by Osmont et al. as reference for a subset of molecules without three-membered rings. N=23

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>Mean abs. error (kcal/mol)</th>
<th>Root-mean-squared error (kcal/mol)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Original RMG group-additivity approach</td>
<td>22.8</td>
<td>40.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QMTP interface with PM3 approach</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>12.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QMTP interface with MM4 approach</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Comparison on the subset of molecules without three-membered rings produces results that are much more favorable with the MM4 approach, as shown in Table 3. In fact, the MM4 approach significantly outperforms the PM3 approach on this subset.

It is noted that although this test set encompasses a wide variety of ring structures, some important classes of rings, including those with double bonds and oxygenates, are not assessed here.

Effect on kinetic models

To assess the influence of the use of QMTP estimates on an actual detailed chemical kinetic model, we took an existing combustion model, JP-10 combustion mechanism version 0.19\textsuperscript{38} and regenerated thermodynamic properties for the species using two approaches. The first approach (“no QMTP”) is the traditional approach used by RMG with use of group additivity in most cases and with results taken from built-in default and GRI-Mech 3.0 thermodynamic libraries for selected compounds where estimation is not required. The second approach (“QMTP”) relies on the QMTP interface described here for cyclic and polycyclic compounds; cyclic radical thermochemistry is computed using hydrogen bond increment corrections to the saturated molecule as computed using the QMTP interface; as with the first approach, results for selected molecules can be taken from the built-in default and GRI-Mech 3.0 thermodynamic libraries. The mechanism includes a number of polycyclic compounds, including JP-10 itself, for which the estimates obtained by the two approaches are likely to disagree significantly. In total, thermodynamic parameters for 256 of the 320 species in this model (80%) are based on PM3. In both cases, the model enforces thermodynamic consistency; kinetic parameters are specified for only one reaction direction and are the same in the two approaches.

Error! Reference source not found., below, shows the time to maximum modeled CH concentration (used here as a proxy for ignition delay) versus shock tube results from Davidson et al.\textsuperscript{39} at 45 different conditions.
The plot shows that the use of the QMTP thermochemistry (which should, in general, be more reliable) has a significant effect, sometimes changing the time to maximum CH concentration by more than 70%. More specifically, the use of QMTP tends to shift to longer modeled ignition delays. Although the points with QMTP tend to overestimate the ignition delay, the agreement with experiment is still acceptable considering other uncertainties in the model (e.g., kinetic parameters) and the uncertainty in experimental results which we estimate at roughly a factor of two; more importantly, the model is now more justifiable as its thermodynamic parameters should be more reliable, as noted above.

It should be emphasized that the underlying mechanism and kinetic parameters are the same in both approaches; the effect of using the QMTP approach should be even more pronounced when considering its use in the context of the entire RMG mechanism generation approach. Because detailed chemical kinetic models generated by RMG using the QMTP approach will involve different thermochemistry estimates for core species and potential intermediates, the actual species and reactions that are important enough to be included in the mechanism will differ. Also, even if the same reaction appears in both models, the kinetic parameter estimates themselves can be affected through equilibrium and Evans-Polanyi-type considerations (and also potential energy surface effects when obtaining pressure-dependent kinetic estimates via Master Equation calculations).

Robustness and speed
To test the performance of the QMTP interface in a mechanism generation setting, RMG was run for 120 hours (5 days) with the QMTP interface turned on to use PM3 results for cyclic molecules\(^1\). The interface that was considered involved high-temperature oxidation of the polycyclic molecule, JP-10.

Over this 120 hour period, RMG used the QMTP interface to successfully obtain PM3 results for 22,277 cyclic molecules (22,244 with the primary MOPAC approach and 53 with Gaussian03), in addition to performing traditional mechanism generation functions (e.g. simulating the time evolution of the model, generating reactions, and estimating kinetic parameters). An additional 20 cyclic species were attempted using QMTP but failed all attempts; for all 20 of these cases, the failure of QMTP was due to an apparent connectivity mismatch from the intended species, and without the connectivity checking option turned on, these would have been considered successes. This corresponds to a success rate of greater than 99.9% and demonstrates the robustness of this approach. Graphs for the 20 failures are shown in Figure 8; many of these structures appear to highly strained and there may not exist minima on the PM3 potential energy surface that have the desired connectivity. Among the successful results were 7 molecular species for which results from initial attempts failed the connectivity check but later attempts were able to produce a result with the desired connectivity. An additional 6 cases failed the primary connectivity check, but the backup connectivity check suggested that the molecule had the desired connectivity, and the attempt was considered a success.

The results show that the QMTP approach calculates the desired thermodynamic quantities for each molecule, on average, in a matter of seconds, which, while significantly longer than the millisecond time scale for group-additivity based calculations, is sufficiently fast for routine use in mechanism generation.

---

\(^1\) In order to avoid an apparent bug specific to the Linux version of Gaussian03 used here, four of the Gaussian03 keyword alternatives involving the use of “opt=calcall” (corresponding to eight of the 36 Gaussian03 attempt options) were removed from the programmed keyword list. It is not expected that the removal of 8 attempts has a significant effect on the results.
Figure 8. Twenty species that failed all QMTP attempts in JP-10 high-temperature oxidation test run. All failed due to apparent connectivity mismatch between the desired molecule and the PM3-optimized geometry.

Figure 9 shows the number of species (on a logarithmic scale) that first succeeded at each of the attempts. The plot shows that in the vast majority of cases, the first MOPAC attempt was able to produce a successful result. However, the number of cases where the backup attempts proved to be useful still number in the hundreds; the results demonstrate the utility of using the alternative “crude” geometry, as well as the alternative PM3 implementation offered by Gaussian03. Even so, these backup attempts reach a point of diminishing returns, and the graph shows that many of the later attempts did not prove to be useful in this particular test run.
Figure 9. Distribution of outcomes for QMTP interface in JP-10 high-temperature oxidation test run. Each bin on the abscissa corresponds to a particular “attempt” by the QMTP interface to perform PM3 calculations with various choices of input keywords, initial guess geometries, and PM3 implementations. The first five attempts correspond to the use of the MOPAC implementation of PM3 with the UFF-refined initial guess geometry; the next five use the MOPAC implementation with the “crude” (non-UFF-refined) initial guess geometry; the next 14 correspond to the use of the Gaussian03 implementation of PM3 with UFF-refined geometry; the final 14 attempts correspond to the use of the Gaussian03 implementation with the “crude” geometry.

Opportunities for improvement and applying the approach to other areas

Selective use of more accurate methods

As shown in Table 3, MM4 is significantly more accurate than PM3 for certain types of molecules. Similarly, in some situations it would be better to run a DFT or high-level quantum chemistry calculation rather than relying on PM3 or MM4. It would be easy to modify QMTP to use these other types of calculations – the challenge is writing the logic which would decide which type of calculation to perform for each molecule.

Improvements to treating conformational flexibility

As discussed previously, the typical treatment is to assume harmonic behavior for all internal modes; we have implemented rotor scan methods with the MM4 force field that account for conformational flexibility at a higher level (separable hindered rotor treatment), but even this approach
may not achieve a sufficient level of accuracy for certain molecules/applications, and some examples of this appear in the literature.\textsuperscript{40} There is opportunity for improvement of this treatment, particularly when using the relatively computationally inexpensive MM4 approach. One of the more promising approaches is the recently introduced multi-structural method of Truhlar and coworkers\textsuperscript{41}; this method is reportedly able to account for conformational flexibility via both rotation about bonds as well as other modes such as ring inversion, and obeys desired statistical mechanical limits (e.g. high temperature heat capacity). Implementation of this approach within the QMTP interface for use with MM4 calculations would seem to be the next logical step for improving treatment of conformational flexibility. A key aspect of such an implementation would be accurate and robust enumeration of all the minima on the molecule’s potential energy surface, without double counting equivalent conformations. Toward this end, we have developed and implemented a novel conformational equivalence algorithm, designed for this particular application, in the MoleCoor utility.\textsuperscript{26}

\textit{Polarizability estimates}

In addition to being used in estimation of thermodynamic parameters, on-the-fly quantum mechanics calculations can produce estimates of polarizability, with the appropriate keyword choices. Such polarizability estimates can, for example, be incorporated into approaches to estimate transport properties estimation, and, in fact, an RMG script using the QMTP framework has been created and applied to produce polarizability estimates as part of a post-processing transport property estimation step. With additional software development, it should be possible to integrate on-the-fly polarizability estimates directly into RMG’s transport property estimation routines.

\textit{Standalone thermodynamic property estimation}

Although “black box” \textit{ab initio} methods have enabled reasonably straightforward estimation of thermodynamic properties for a wide range of compounds, the application of these methods requires some initial training and mistakes can easily creep into calculation results. Also, the amount of “human time” associated with input file construction, job monitoring, result analysis, and troubleshooting is non-trivial. As such, a more automated approach for setting up and performing calculations and analyzing the results is highly desirable. The QMTP interface described previously is well-suited to this level of automation, as it performs all necessary steps, from generation of an initial guess three-dimensional structure, to construction of calculation input file, to troubleshooting, to processing the calculation results into the desired thermodynamic property estimates, without human intervention. In fact, the QMTP features have recently been incorporated into a standalone thermodynamic property estimation tool distributed with RMG. Though this tool currently uses the same PM3 and MM4 methods as used by RMG, it should be possible to extend this to use other, more accurate and time-consuming \textit{ab initio} methods, such as the popular CBS-QB3\textsuperscript{42} or Gaussian-\textit{n}\textsuperscript{43} composite methods.

\textit{Kinetic parameter estimation}

Currently, the results from the QMTP interface affect kinetic parameters somewhat indirectly through the properties of reactants and products. It could be possible to further improve certain kinetic parameter estimates using information that may be obtained from on-the-fly calculations using explicit
three-dimensional geometries for species minima. For example, a scheme for kinetic parameter estimation for intramolecular disproportionation reactions based on ring strain of stable molecules has been proposed by Herbinet et al.44

One can imagine even more direct means of using on-the-fly calculations with explicit three-dimensional geometries to obtain kinetic parameters. In particular, there are opportunities to adapt the approach to locate first-order saddle points; calculations using saddle-points could be used to produce kinetic parameter estimates within the framework of transition-state theory (TST). If realized, these types of capabilities could be particularly useful for reactions with cyclic transition states (e.g. intramolecular hydrogen abstraction) for which the existing connectivity-based estimates can be unreliable.

Summary

An interface for performing on-the-fly quantum mechanics or force field calculations in the context of automated reaction mechanism generation has been described. Testing has demonstrated the impact, accuracy, and robustness of the interface, which make it suitable for routine use during mechanism generation. The interface is particularly useful for obtaining more-reliable thermochemical parameters for cyclic species (for which alternative automated group additivity-based approaches are prone to significant error). Possible avenues for further improvements and alternative applications have also been described.
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Supplementary Information

PM3 keyword sets:

Gaussian03:

1. # pm3 opt=(verytight,gdiis) freq IOP(2/16=3)
2. # pm3 opt=(verytight,gdiis) freq IOP(2/16=3) IOP(4/21=2)
3. # pm3 opt=(verytight,calcfc,maxcyc=200) freq IOP(2/16=3) nosym
4. # pm3 opt=(verytight,calcfc,maxcyc=200) freq=numerical IOP(2/16=3) nosym
5. # pm3 opt=(verytight,gdiis,small) freq IOP(2/16=3)
6. # pm3 opt=(verytight,nolinear,calcfc,small) freq IOP(2/16=3)
7. # pm3 opt=(verytight,gdiis,maxcyc=200) freq=numerical IOP(2/16=3)
8. # pm3 opt=tight freq IOP(2/16=3)
9. # pm3 opt=tight freq=numerical IOP(2/16=3)
10. # pm3 opt=(tight,nolinear,calcfc,small,maxcyc=200) freq IOP(2/16=3)
11. # pm3 opt freq IOP(2/16=3)
12. # pm3 opt=(verytight,gdiis) freq=numerical IOP(2/16=3) IOP(4/21=200)
13. # pm3 opt=(calcfc,verytight,newton,notrustupdate,small,maxcyc=100,maxstep=100)
    freq=(numerical,step=10) IOP(2/16=3) nosym
14. # pm3 opt=(tight,gdiis,small,maxcyc=200,maxstep=100) freq=numerical IOP(2/16=3) nosym
15. # pm3 opt=(verytight,gdiis,calcall) IOP(2/16=3)
16. # pm3 opt=(verytight,gdiis,calcall,small,maxcyc=200) IOP(2/16=3) IOP(4/21=2) nosym
17. # pm3 opt=(verytight,gdiis,calcall,small) IOP(2/16=3) nosym
18. # pm3 opt=(calcall,small,maxcyc=100) IOP(2/16=3)

MOPAC2009:

(calculations performed as two steps for optimization and frequency/thermo calculation, labeled “a” and “b”, below)

1. a. pm3 precise nosym
   b. pm3 oldgeo thermo nosym precise
2. a. pm3 precise nosym gnorm=0.0 nonr
   b. pm3 oldgeo thermo nosym precise
3. a. pm3 precise nosym gnorm=0.0
   b. pm3 oldgeo thermo nosym precise
4. a. pm3 precise nosym gnorm=0.0 bfgs
   b. pm3 oldgeo thermo nosym precise
5. a. pm3 precise nosym recalc=10 dmax=0.10 nonr cycles=2000 t=2000
   b. pm3 oldgeo thermo nosym precise